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Abstract 
 

Cook recounts his early interest in electronics and association with electronic cardiac 
pacemaker inventor Wilson Greatbatch, and his education at the University of Michigan 
and Harvard University. He describes his first position as an assistant professor of 
mathematics at the University of California, Berkeley, and his growing interest in 
problems of computational complexity preceding an influential 1971 presentation on 
“The Complexity of Theorem Proving Procedures” at the ACM SIGACT Symposium on 
the Theory of Computing. Cook discusses his move to the University of Toronto in 1970 
and the reception of his work on NP-completeness, leading up to his A.M. Turing Award 
for “contributions to the theory of computational complexity, including the concept of 
nondeterministic, polynomial-time completeness.” He also discusses the feasibility of 
solving the P versus NP Problem. 
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Frana: Thank you, Stephen, for agreeing to do this. I’d like to start at the beginning. You 

were born in Buffalo in 1939? 

 

Cook: Yes. December 14, 1939. 

 

Frana: Were your parents mathematicians? 

 

Cook: No, my father was a chemist. He got his Ph.D. at the University of Michigan and 

worked for many years at a subsidiary of Union Carbide. Later he became adjunct 

professor at the University of Buffalo. My mother eventually had two master’s degrees, 

one in English and one in history. She was mostly a housewife but did some teaching at 

Erie Community College. She taught English for a number of years. 

 

Frana: So you are familiar with having historians around. 

 

Cook: Well, yes, she was interested in history. 

 

Frana: How did you make the decision to attend Michigan in 1957? 

 

Cook: My parents were alumni and they met there. Some other relatives also attended 

Michigan. My mother grew up in Michigan. 
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Frana: I take it you knew that the mathematics and computer science programs were 

strong at Michigan at that point? 

 

Cook: Not especially. I knew that Michigan was generally good academically. I was not 

thinking of computer science when I went to Michigan. Computers were pretty new then. 

This was 1957. 

 

Frana: What were you thinking about doing when you went to Michigan? 

 

Cook: Engineering actually. I enrolled in the College of Engineering in Engineering 

Science, and I had quite an interest in electronics. Clarence, NY, is where we were living 

at the time, and Clarence had, and still has, a prominent citizen named Wilson 

Greatbatch. Greatbatch was inducted into the National Inventors Hall of Fame for 

inventing the first implantable artificial cardiac pacemaker. He was developing the 

electronics for it while I was in high school so I learned and worked with him, just 

helping him solder up circuits. This was the early days of transistors, so I got quite 

interested in electronics. 

 

Frana: He recommended Michigan?  

 

Cook: No, it was just my parent’s alma mater. My older brother had also gone to 

Michigan. 
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Frana: I don’t know too many people who were at Michigan at that time. Did you study 

with Bernie Galler? 

 

Cook: Yes, absolutely. I took a course from him my very first year. It was a one-hour 

credit course in programming—that was my introduction to programming. 

 

Frana: He said you did very well. I took the liberty of asking him about you. He 

remembers you. Were you learning SNOBOL? 

 

Cook: Not SNOBOL, but it was a Michigan product. I remember the Graham-Arden 

compiler. I can’t remember the programming language. There was a homegrown 

algebraic programming language. 

 

Frana: Was it MAD, the Michigan Algorithmic Decoder? 

 

Cook: That sounds right. That might have been it. 

 

Frana: Do you remember any of your other mentors from those days? 

 

Cook: At Michigan, the math guy was Nicholas Kazarinoff. I was in engineering science 

and I took a calculus course where I performed well and he noticed me. That was really 

my best subject all along. He encouraged me to jump into a third-year course the second 

term and so I took an accelerated mathematics program. Eventually I transferred into the 
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Bachelor of Math and Science degree program after two and a half years, and majored in 

mathematics. 

 

Frana: Was it difficult to make that adjustment? 

 

Cook: Yes. It was clear that mathematics was my real area. Of course, I was good in 

mathematics in high school, but I didn’t know any mathematicians. I didn’t really know 

what mathematicians did. 

 

Frana: Who made the recommendation that you study at Harvard upon graduation? 

 

Cook: Well that was one of the great mathematics departments. I applied at other places 

too, like Princeton and Berkeley. I don’t remember exactly why I ended up at Harvard. 

 

Frana: Was Alan Cobham already at Harvard at this time? 

 

Cook: Well, no. Before I got there he was a graduate student in the Mathematics 

Department and was close to getting his Ph.D. He wrote a thesis, but he didn’t bother to 

complete the minor thesis requirement. Instead, he just went off to work for IBM 

Research in Yorktown Heights. 

 

Frana: Did you have a major professor in mind when you went to Harvard?  
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Cook: No, and I didn’t really know what I wanted to do either. I put down algebra as my 

area. I got more interested in computers when I took a course with my eventual advisor, 

Hao Wang. He wasn’t in the Mathematics Department; He was in Applied Physics. 

 

Frana: What was your thesis topic? 

 

Cook: We didn’t have a real master’s thesis. The master’s degree was something you 

picked up, just course work really. 

 

Frana: So it was just a stepping-stone? 

 

Cook: Yes. 

 

Frana: In one of your lectures you talk about Cobham’s question, “Is multiplication 

harder than addition?” as being inspirational to you. Was that a turning point? 

 

Cook: Well, that was one thing. Yes, he wrote this interesting paper on the intrinsic 

computational difficulty of functions, which I read. That was an influential paper for sure. 

There were other things around too. Michael Rabin was interested in the same kind of 

problems and he had written articles, and then there were other papers. I think I mention 

them in my Turing Award article.1 

 

                                                 
1 “An Overview of Computational Complexity,” Communications of the ACM 26 (June 1983): 401-408. 
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Frana: Right. Were Princeton faculty and students visiting Harvard in those days, or were 

you going down to Princeton? 

 

Cook: No, I never went to Princeton. James Bennett’s thesis was quite influential, but I 

never met him. In fact I think he dropped out of the academic picture as soon as he got 

his degree. I did meet Bob Ritchie. I think he came up to visit, I think that was the only 

Princeton connection I can remember. 

 

Frana: But you were reading their papers? 

 

Cook: I was reading their papers, but not having personal interaction with them. 

 

Frana: At some point you picked a thesis advisor. 

 

Cook: Yes, I had taken a couple courses from Hao Wang. We got along. He wasn’t 

especially interested in complexity, but he was a logician and he had an interest in 

computation and he had done work in automatic theorems before. 

 

Frana: You received your Ph.D. in 1966. What was your thesis? 

 

Cook: It was on the complexity of multiplication,2 so that was right in line with 

Cobham’s question. 
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Frana: You immediately took a job at UC, Berkeley in 1966?  

 

Cook: Yes, that’s correct. 

 

Frana: Did you finish in the middle of the term? 

 

Cook: No. I finished in the spring and spent the summer in Europe, and then went off to 

Berkeley. 

 

Frana: What was it like to be a Midwesterner who moves out to California? Many people 

have found that a very easy transition, but others have found it very difficult. 

 

Cook: There wasn’t a huge difference as far as the atmosphere on the university campus 

at Berkeley. Of course that was the 1960s so there was a lot more student foment.  

 

Frana: You were there at a time of a great deal of student organizing. 

 

Cook: There was indeed. The Free Speech movement was in full swing and there was 

tear gas on campus. 

 

Frana: You remember some of these incidents? 

 

                                                                                                                                                 
2 Cook’s thesis title was “On the Minimum Computation Time of Functions.” 
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Cook: Yes. There were times when we couldn’t get to the campus because there were 

demonstrators in the way. 

 

Frana: Did you have a role?  

 

Cook: No, I was just an observer. I wasn’t politically very active. 

 

Frana: You were hired as an assistant professor at Berkeley, not as a lecturer, is that 

right? 

 

Cook: That’s right. My position was in the mathematics department, and it actually cross-

appointed with something in the Computer Center. Initially, I had no connection with the 

Computer Science Department, which was just starting out then. 

 

Frana: I realize that research and discovery is not always an evolutionary process, but this 

must have been a time that was most critical to you in preparing for your 1971 

presentation on “The Complexity of Theorem Proving Procedures” at ACM SIGACT. 

Was NP-completeness something you’d been thinking about hard at Berkeley? 

 

Cook: No. I was thinking about complexity issues, but the specific idea of NP-

completeness didn’t come to me until immediately before giving the paper. It was gelling 

from other ideas I had been thinking about. 
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Frana: How long had SIGACT been around in 1971? 

 

Cook: It was pretty new. I’m pretty sure this was the third meeting.  

 

Frana: Had you attended other meetings? 

 

Cook: Yes. I had papers in every conference of STOC,3 as we now call it, for about 15 

years. 

 

Frana: It’s wonderful that almost all of them are available at the online ACM Library site. 

It’s a tremendous resource. I see you have the complete run on the shelf behind you. 

 

Cook: No, are mine available online? 

 

Frana: Yes, they are. 

 

[pause] 

 

Frana: You taught at Berkeley for four years, from 1966 to 1970. 

 

Cook: Yes, that’s right. 

 

Frana: And after four years you decided to move on? 
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Cook: No. I was denied tenure by the mathematics department. Tenure decisions weren’t 

as open then. I don’t know what information was presented to the department. The entire 

math department took a vote—I know that. But I don’t know what kind of evidence was 

presented or what the basis for the decision was. 

 

Frana: Was that a pattern? Did you have friends that suffered the same problem, in your 

small circle? 

 

Cook: Well, my natural colleagues tended to be in computer science departments and I 

think that made a big difference. Subsequently, I had no trouble getting offers from 

computer science departments. My field may have been a little too new to be accepted in 

mathematics. 

 

Frana: This was right around the time that Dijkstra’s tenure was denied in Amsterdam 

too. 

 

Cook: Was that also a mathematics department decision? 

 

Frana: Yes. He then went on to Austin, Texas. I wonder if it wasn’t the same problem 

that he faced. 

 

                                                                                                                                                 
3 The ACM SIGACT Symposium on the Theory of Computing. 
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Cook: Well, I guess so, in the sense that the field was not completely respectable, 

mathematically. I had training and there was a strong group of logicians in Berkeley and I 

had something to do with them, and I think they had some interest in my work, but 

apparently not enough. 

 

Frana: Toronto hired you as an associate professor in 1970? 

 

Cook: Yes, that’s right. I think I was hired as an associate professor and then got tenured 

a year later. I had other offers too. I had an offer at Yale. 

 

Frana: Why did you pick Toronto over Yale? 

 

Cook: The city, certainly, is much nicer, and the department was better established. 

Yale’s computer science program was just starting up and it wasn’t clear how well it was 

going to go. There were several interesting people here. An excellent departmental chair, 

Tom Hull really established things here. He did a lot of early hires and set it up as one of 

the premier departments in the continent. 

 

Frana: When was the department established here? 

 

Cook: There was first a graduate department and then an undergraduate department. The 

undergraduate department started up about 1969 or 1970—about when I came. 
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Frana: You settled not far from home. 

 

Cook: Yes. I grew up near Buffalo, and we had gone to Ontario resorts in summers.  

 

Frana: Was the department as theoretical an institution as it is today? 

 

Cook: I think numerical analysis was a strong feature, as it was in many early 

departments. There were also a couple of physicists, Kelly Gotlieb and Pat Hume. They 

are both retired now. Kelly is very active in ACM. He’s in his 80s, but still chairs the 

ACM awards committee. He may have been the first Chair of the department. 

 

Frana: Who were your early colleagues? 

 

Cook; Well, Allan Borodin was probably closest. His office was right across the hall. He 

was a Cornell graduate, hired the year before me. 

 

Frana: Did you know him previously? 

 

Cook: No, I knew vaguely of his work. I met him during my first recruiting trip, and we 

got along fine. 

 

Frana: What kinds of things were you teaching when you first arrived? 
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Cook: Well, my first appointment was cross-appointed in mathematics. That lasted for a 

year or two and then I switched completely to computer science. I did teach some math 

courses. I taught a course in logic, for example. I also taught first year programming—I 

did that at Berkeley too. I taught first year computer programming a few times. I did 

teach graduate courses in my own area, in computational complexity. 

 

Frana: Were there not the rivalries up here between the mathematicians and computer 

scientists? 

 

Cook: I’m not sure that the mathematicians totally appreciated my work. I think there 

was a feeling on their part that they should—a feeling that this is an up and coming 

subject and they should have something to do with it. Yet I didn’t have too much to do 

with the members of the mathematics department, and that’s one reason I decided to 

switch over entirely to the computer science department.  

 

Frana: Within a year you had presented your paper on the complexity of theorem proving 

procedures at the Symposium on the Theory of Computing. Was there an immediate and 

positive reaction to your paper? The very next year R.M. Karp shows that 21 problems 

are NP-complete. Was it something that was on a lot of people’s minds?  

 

Cook: I think so. I think there was a feeling that there were certain problems that just 

seemed to be hard. Rabin was also interested in these. I remember he was quite interested 

in the Traveling Salesman problem, and was try to find ways to get lower bounds on the 
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complexity. So I would say yes, there was something in the air for sure. I guess what I 

provided was a definition and a result—the NP-completeness result crystallized it. 

 

Frana: In your lecture at the University of Minnesota you noted that you need to remind 

some of your new students that all problems in NP are not hard.  

 

Cook: Yes. 

 

Frana: I gather that that’s how this mythology sprung up that NP problems are hard? 

 

Cook: Some people even think NP stand for “Not P,” but it stands for non-deterministic 

polynomial time. So we have these contrasting classes, P and NP. The simplistic 

assumption is that the P ones are the easy ones, and the NP are the hard ones. And of 

course P is the subset of NP. It’s the NP-complete ones, the subset of NP problems, 

which are the hard ones.  

 

Frana: Much of this is covered in the chapters of just about any introductory computer 

science textbook. 

 

Cook: Yes 
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Frana: The idea of time being the most important complexity measure seems rather 

straightforward to me now because I’ve heard it and read it several places, but it 

apparently wasn’t. 

 

Cook: I think time was an important measure. It was Alan Cobham who was trying to 

think of some intrinsic measure like “work,” but in fact his theorem was about the 

characterization of polynomial time, so that was the thing he talked about—time. Time 

seemed to be the most obvious measure of complexity. Certainly space memory was also 

considered right from the start. 

 

Frana: So you and Karp—his first name is Richard? 

 

Cook: Yes, Dick, Richard. 

 

Frana: You and Richard were colleagues at Berkeley? 

 

Cook: We overlapped at Berkeley. He came to Berkeley from IBM a year or two before I 

left, so I knew him. 

 

Frana: So he returned home from the SIGACT symposium, and started looking at these 

problems more carefully. 
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Cook: Yes, yes, that’s right. I think he toured the states talking to people about them, and 

coming up with new problems. 

 

Frana: Is it fair to say, then, that Dick is your ‘popularizer’? 

 

Cook: Yes. He did a tremendous thing—there’s no question about it. I certainly didn’t 

realize there were so many natural computational problems out there that turned out to be 

NP-complete. 

 

[pause] 

 

Frana: Between 1970 and 1980 you received several grants from the National Research 

Council to work on this problem and others. In 1975, you are promoted to full professor 

at the University of Toronto. 

 

Cook: Yes. 

 

Frana: And then followed a number of awards: the E.W.R. Steacie Memorial Fellowship 

to support fundamental research essential to the development of science; the Izaak 

Walton Killam Memorial Research Fellowship from the Canada Council for the Arts. 

 

Cook: Yes. 
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Frana: And in that period too, in 1982, you were awarded the Turing for, among other 

things, your contributions of complexity theory. 

 

Cook: Yes. And of course the trigger was the theory of NP-completeness. 

 

Frana: In 1985 you became a University Professor. Numerous teaching awards followed. 

 

Cook: A couple. 

 

Frana: You have a trained a large number of students who have made great contributions. 

 

Cook: I have twenty-some students by now. They keep coming. 

 

Frana: Where have they gone, and what have they done? 

 

Cook: My first student was Walter Savitch. He was at Berkeley. Walt has a theorem 

named after him, Savitch’s Theorem. That’s also in any complexity textbook. Savage’s 

Theorem was part of his Ph.D. thesis. I think he’s still at UC, San Diego. So that was one. 

One of my current colleagues right here, a younger colleague, Toniann Pitassi, was my 

student in 1992. She was American, and did very well. I think she won an NSF Young 

Investigator’s Award. She was an assistant professor at the University of Arizona, but we 

hired her back a few years ago. 
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Frana: Are there clusters? Are some of your students going to the same places? 

 

Cook: No, I think they’ve all gone to different places. Paul Beame is another. He’s at the 

University of Washington. 

 

Frana: You were awarded the CRM/Fields Prize in 1998. What is the Fields Institute? A 

mathematics institute? 

 

Cook: It’s a mathematics institute, right. It’s on our campus although I guess it’s separate. 

It’s a bit like the Isaac Newton Center at Cambridge. They have a building for 

mathematics research. They sponsor programs and they have emphasis programs in 

different areas in mathematics. 

 

Frana: The Mathematical Intelligencer recently declared the P versus NP Problem one of 

the three greatest math problems of the next century. Where does this perception come 

from? 

 

Cook: It seems to be really relevant to the real world—probably more than the other 

problems on the list. It’s not clear what impact on the world the other very interesting 

problems have, though they certainly could impact mathematics. If P equals NP, it could 

have a dramatic effect on the world. More likely P is not equal to NP. There the impact 

would still be good. It would lead to the possibility of proving cryptographic protocols 

are secure, which is something we can’t hope to do at present.  
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Frana: One of your audience members at your talk Monday said that NP-completeness is 

sometimes identified on the basis of—as he called it—an “unrealistic” example. I 

gathered he was trying to argue that there was a disconnect between the theory and 

human experience on some level.  

 

Cook: I think he was referring to the fact that some problems are NP-complete but still 

seem to be, in practice, solvable. So that’s a question of what class of inputs you want to 

use. Every NP-complete problem is easy to solve for some inputs and maybe in some 

cases the inputs you really are interested in are the easy ones. So, in that case, saying it’s 

NP-complete is misleading. Even for the original NP-complete problem of satisfiability, 

the fact that it’s NP-complete hasn’t stopped this big industry of programs that they’re 

solving the satisfiability problem with—in some cases, very dramatic and useful 

successes. As I mentioned in the talk, they’ve been able to verify large chunks of a 

microprocessor by proving unsatisfiable gaps that it causes with the tens of thousands of 

variables. And so there are certainly some. Just because the problem is NP-complete does 

not mean that you should not try to solve it. 

 

Frana: I’m wondering if this isn’t the same stumbling block, on a very general level, that 

other disciplines are struggling with. In genomics and bioinformatics they now talk about 

empirical laws that haven’t found their theory yet. They say, ‘Don’t worry about proving 

these things—they’re empirically derived from computations.’  
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Cook: In bioinformatics there are lots of computational problems as you say, and I’m 

sure that many of them are NP-complete or NP-hard in their full generality and that just 

means you have to change the problem or somehow get around the complication in 

tractability. Or perhaps the inputs that you’re really interested in may not be hard. 

 

Frana: Do you consult with the bioinformatics people here in Toronto? 

 

Cook: We don’t have a strong bioinformatics group. We do have people in the medical 

sciences interested in the subject. We’re actually trying to hire somebody in bio-

informatics but I haven’t gotten directly involved. When we have talks I always attend 

them and I’m interested in the subject. 

 

Frana: You were not given enough time on Monday to really talk about randomizing 

algorithms and Boolean circuit complexity being a key to P not equal to NP. 

 

Cook: Well that’s a possible approach and there’s an intriguing connection between 

Boolean circuit complexity and the P and NP connection. 

 

[pause] 

 

Frana: How often do you get messages from people who say that they have solved the 

problem? 
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Cook: Not that often. I probably get one a month. They don’t say they have solved the 

problem necessarily. Rather, they ask about it and sometimes they’ll send a program or 

an algorithm or they’ll ask if a certain approach works. In one case somebody sent a 

program for solving the Mine Sweeper problem, which is NP-complete. He didn’t know 

what to do with it and he didn’t want to tell me the algorithm because he was afraid I 

would steal it and take the million dollar award in the Clay Mathematics Institute 

Millennium Prize competition. 

 

Frana: Can the problem be solved? 

 

Cook: It’s possible. It’s not quite that way, of course. There are two ways the P vs. NP 

question can be solved: P equals NP, or P does not equal NP. Most of us think it will be 

solved by showing P not equal to NP. But if it is solved by showing P equals NP, then it 

would have dramatic implications for mathematics and it might—I can’t say for sure—

but it might lead to solutions to all the other problems. 

 

Frana: Why do complexity theorists think that P is not equal to NP?  

 

Cook: I think there are two main reasons. One is that computer scientists are really good 

at finding efficient algorithms to solve computational problems. We’ve been doing this 

now for 30 or more years, probably 40 years. There have been detailed courses on it, and 

mathematical successes. And as far as the NP-complete problems go, many of them are 

really useful in industry. Lots of people, not just academic computer scientists, but real 
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people in the field—programmers and engineers—have been trying to solve these 

problems efficiently. And of course they’ve all failed to solve any of the NP-complete 

problems, at least in finding provable poly-time solutions for any of them.  

 

So that’s the one side. The other side is we think, assuming P not equal to NP, why 

haven’t we proved it? It just seems to be very difficult. It’s much easier to find an 

algorithm to solve a problem to show it’s in P than it is to prove it’s not in P because you 

have to rule out every possible algorithm. We know that’s difficult and there is this 

sequence of inclusions of complexity classes; log-space is a subset of P, which is a subset 

of NP, which is a subset of P-space. And we know the first one: log-space is a proper 

subclass of the last one, P-space, by a simple diagonal argument, and therefore one of the 

adjacent conclusions has to be proper but we can’t prove any of them are proper, so that’s 

just good evidence we’re not good at establishing separations that are there. 

 

Frana: Do you expect a winner anytime soon? 

 

Cook: Yes it could happen. Sam Buss predicted during the Millennium meeting of the 

Association for Symbolic Logic that P would be proved not equal to NP by the year 

2010. That’s possible, but it could take much longer. I’m guessing it’s a feasible problem 

to solve. Maybe we have to develop more techniques to solve it, but it’s going to be 

solved eventually. 
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Frana: One of the other areas that you’ve been working on is assertions. I interviewed 

Tony Hoare earlier this summer. How did you come into contact with axiomatic 

semantics and assertions? Is that a relatively recent area of interest to you? 

 

Cook: I did that work in the 1980s. I’ve always been interested in things that had a logical 

flavor to them, like formal correctness of programs. People in this department were 

interested in formal correctness and so I was aware of Hoare’s work. Hoare developed 

these rules for proving the so-called “Hoare triples.” For each instruction he would have a 

triple that defined the instruction in some sense. But he didn’t prove anything about the 

whole system that he got. So I was just trying to think in some sense, ‘These rules must 

be complete.’ I was trying to figure out the sense in which they were complete.  

 

Frana: Microsoft hired him a few years ago to help introduce assertions into their 

operating systems. 

 

Cook: The fundamental problem in software is assuring that it’s correct. There are some 

fundamental problems writing it, but once you’ve written it you have to somehow debug 

it and try to develop your confidence that it’s correct. From early on, various people have 

said we need a way of mathematically certifying the software. Coming up with formal 

assertions of specifications and formal proofs that it meets the specifications with 

‘assertions’ seems a very natural way to do that.  
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Frana: Hoare said to me that just before he left Oxford teaching was moving away from 

knowledge-acquisition through induction to more collaborative group activities and a 

dialogue-oriented approach. Does that sound familiar to you? Has the teaching here 

changed over time?  

 

Cook: We’re pretty conservative here. I haven’t really changed my method of teaching 

courses, which is the traditional one of lectures, consulting, office hours, and answering 

email questions. That’s the way most of us still work here. The previous Dean had every 

department develop a seminar course for first year students so there’d be more close 

contact with regular faculty members. I guess that’s one pressure. I don’t know if it’s 

radically different. These seminars were to be small and perhaps a little more informal. 

Of course, we have tutorial sessions led by graduate students in all our courses. The idea 

is that classes are supposed to be smaller and more interactive. They’ve always been 

around. 

 

Frana: I also noticed that about two years ago there was a Festschrift in your honor: 

“Steve Cook in 60.” Often that means somebody is about to retire— 

 

Cook: I think there’s been some tradition developing to celebrate a person’s work at some 

point before retirement. Sixty has been a number. There have been a number of people 

where these things happen at age 60. I wondered about that a little bit, but no, certainly 

there was no implication that I should retire. 
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Frana: Oh, no! Is there a mandatory retirement age in Canada? 

 

Cook: Unfortunately. Well, it’s not in Canada. It’s at the University. It’s 65. I’m hoping 

to stay on. It’s not just me. Allan Borodin and others are also approaching retirement age 

and at the same time we’re trying to recruit top people. So it makes sense to try to keep us 

on in some capacity. So hopefully we’ll be able to stay on and maybe we’ll formally 

retire, but we’ll have work to do and still be compensated. 

 

Frana: How are things going in the Canadian university system now, as far as computer 

science generally is concerned? Last spring, unfortunately, a large number of Minnesota 

students with newly minted undergraduate and graduate and undergraduate degrees found 

themselves living at home with their parents again. 

 

Cook: Well, I have to admit, my oldest son is in that category. He graduated from 

Queen’s University in Kingston in engineering physics with a specialist in computer 

science last spring, and hasn’t been able to find employment. Fortunately, he’s a sailor 

and has found something to occupy his time. I think the downturn has had an effect. I 

don’t know about the Ph.D. level. I’m not aware that our Ph.D.’s are having any trouble 

getting jobs.  

 

Frana: Has there been particular pressure to become more or less pragmatic about the 

kinds of opportunities you introduce students to over the last several years? 
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Cook: Well, I think there are always pressures on the funding agencies to be pragmatic 

and generate revenue. 

 

[pause] 

 

Frana: Finally, can you tell me something about other interests? You have a family? 

 

Cook: Yes. I have a wife and two sons. The one I just mentioned graduated, the other one 

is actually in grade 12. Ontario’s always had 13 grades as opposed to 12 in high school in 

secondary school. Finally, that’s changing and the grade 13 is being abolished and James 

is in the first graduating class where grade 12 is enough to graduate and go on to 

University. That creates a big problem because at the same time he’s graduating there is 

also a completely separate grade 13 class. The last grade 13 class is also graduating. This 

is called the “double cohort.” We have potentially a great many more people entering 

Ontario universities and this is causing great problems. 

 

Frana: I would think so. So what’s the plan? 

 

Cook: Well, the universities are expecting larger enrollments—in fact, enrollments 

already have gone up. In anticipation of that some people are graduating early, realizing 

there is going to be a big crunch. The government has come up with extra funding but not 

enough. There is concern that not everybody who is qualified is going to get into 

university or a preferred choice. Standards are going to go up. 
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Frana: What about international students. Their ranks have fallen off dramatically since 

last September at the University of Minnesota. Have they still been enrolling in droves 

here? 

 

Cook: You have to distinguish between undergraduates and graduates. We take most of 

our undergraduate population from Ontario, in fact, but ethnically we’re extremely 

diverse. But that reflects the city and province so that’s not changing. As far as our 

graduate program we always get tons of foreign applicants and of course China and India 

are major sources. That hasn’t changed. What has changed, actually, for this year is that 

we have had many more high-quality applicants in the graduate school, and more of them 

came. So we have an excellent incoming class of graduate students now. 

 

Frana: What about other hobbies? 

 

Cook: Sailing. There’s a boat [pointing to photo on wall]. That’s my son [in it] actually, 

so it runs in the family. I learned to sail by joining the student sailing club at Berkeley. I 

met my wife there—she was secretary of the club, and an undergraduate at the time. I 

learned to sail and loved it. The sailing is good here in Toronto. We have Lake Ontario 

right here and lots of active sailors. During the summer I race sailboats twice a week. 

This is a major diversion for me and also for my older son. He sails what is called a 

“Forty-Niner” which is a two-person boat that is in the Olympics class. 
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Frana: Well, thank you Stephen. I appreciate this and I do hope that this interview further 

opens up the eyes of historians to your work. 

 

Cook: That sounds good. Thank you. 

 

END OF INTERVIEW 


